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TABLE II 

Nucleus I 
Mg•s 
ca•s 
SrB7 
Ba'"s 
Ba's7 

-0.85.5:~,0.002 
1. :>1 1±0.003 

-0.0~24±0.0009 
+1.8:l70±0.0008 
+0. 9:164 ± 0. 0009 

has been taken from the value obtained in the 
present work. The spins of the nuclei investi
gated in the present work have been taken from 
reference 7. The ratio of the resonance frequen
cies in Ba137. and Ba135 is found to be 1.1187 
= 0.0003. The sign of the magnetic moments is 
determined from the Millman effect. 8 The sign 
of the magnetic moment of Ca43 was not deter
mined. The chief source of error in these meas
urements is the instability in the detected in ten
sity of the atomic beams and the spread of values 
of the magnetic field which arises in the remagnet
ization of the magnet which produces the homo
geneous field. 

The value of the Sr87 magnetic moment, which 
we have obtained earlier, 4 has been refined in the 
present work by virtue of the more exact calibra
tion of the uniform magnetic field. In order to ex
elude systematic errors use was made of two elec
tromagnets, each of which was calibrated independ
ently. The results obtained with each magnet are 
the same. 

All values of the magnetic moments obtained 
by the MBMR method in the present work agree 
with the values obtained by nuclear induction 
(within the limits of the quoted errors ).9- 12 

In conclusion the authors with to thank T. S. 
Bokuchav, K. G. Mirzoev, and I. N. Leont'eva 
for help in carrying out the measurements and 
M. I. Guseva, V. M. Gusev, and D. V. Chkuaseli 
for preparing the enriched Ca43 samples. 
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IN considering nuclear reactions it is often neces
sary to evaluate the cross section for the forma
tion of a compound nucleus. In the nonresonance 
region at comparatively large energies, this cross 
section is satisfactorily determined by the well 
known formula1 

00 4 K 
a - _::__ '-1 (2l-- 1) 81 R (1) 
c- k2 l~o I t>.~ + (KR + sl)• 

where k and K are the wave numbers of the par
ticles inside and outside the nucleus; R is the 
radius of the nucleus; 

St = kR I (Of+ f!), 
t:.t = kR (G 1G~ + FtF~) I (G¥ + F~) with r = R, 

where F z ( r) denotes the regular solution of the 
radial equation, while Gz ( r) is the irregular 
solution at zero. 

The use of Eq. (1) is inconvenient for charged 
particles at large values of the Coulomb param
eter Tf = Z1Z2e2/tiv » 1. In the present commu
nication we obtain for a0 a closed expression, 
valid under the condition that the particle energy 
is lower than or very little higher than the Cou
lomb barrier. 

In this case the following expressions2 hold for 
the radial Coulomb functions 
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Ft (r) = (2"YJ)''• v [(2'YJ)-'/, ('YJ + V.,,2 + (l + 1; 2 ) 2 - kr)), 

Gt (r) = (2'Y))'i• U [(2.,1)-'la('YJ + V .,12 + (l-t- 1/2)2 -kr)J, (2) 

where v and u are Airy3 functions. These func
tions are related to Bess·el functions of order Y3 
in the following manner: 

~gn=v; t {L•;,(+t't•)+l•;,(; t~>)}. t>O, 
~ gn = l/ ; It/ { L•;, ( ~ I t I''• ) + J,,, (+I t !''• ) } , t < o. 

Since the Airy functions vary substantially when 
the magnitude of their argument changes by an 
amount on the order of unity, the root in the argu
ments of the functions (2) can be expanded in pow
ers of ( l + ~ )2 77-2, retaining only the lines.r term. 
Furthermore, it is permissible to change in (1) 
from summation with respect to l to integration 
with respect to the variable t: 

t = (l + 1/ 2) (2'Y))-''• + Z0 , Zo = (2"'1)-'la (2'11- kr), 
00 00 

2J (2l + 1) •.• --+ (2.,,)'1· ~ dt ... 
l=O Zo 

For the· evaluation of the integral thus obtained, 
we note that the quantities u'(t)/u (t), v'(t)/v (t), 
and u ( t) v ( t) vary very slowly with t in com
parison with u-2(t), [indeed, u-2(t) determines 
a substantial range of t] and they can be regarded 
as constants, with t = z0• Now, changing to a new 
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'WE consider a uniform degenerate Fermi gas 
whose particles interact according to a short
range law [two-body potential V ( r 12 ), range 
of the forces a]. The mean distance between 
the particles is assumed small compared to a. 
There are no restrictions imposed upon the mag
nitude of the interaction, and we assume only that 
the Fourier transform of the potential v ( q) ex
ists. The properties of such a simple model are 
o! interest for the problem of nuclear matter 
where ~ "' 3 or 4 (see below) and also for some 
astrophysical problems. 

variable of integration, x = v (t )/u (t), and noting 
that 

v' (t) u (t)- v (t) u' (t) = 1, 

we get 

8n>J ( k ) C' dx [( __!!!___)2 ( ~ + p2 )2]-1 
Oc = k2 K .) -:('1-:-+-x"z,-) 1 + 1 + xz + 1 + xz ' 

0 

where 

a.= k; (2"1)'1•Ku (z0) v (z0), ~ = u' (z0) k/ u (z0) (2.,1)'1•K; 
'I = v' (z0) IV (z0 ) (2'Yj)'i• K. 

Expanding the integrand in powers of k/ ( 277 )1/ 3 K 
and retaining only the first two terms, we have 
finally 

_ 8n>J (}!_)' {t -1 v (zo) _ k v (z0) } 

Oc - k2 K an u (zo) (2>J)'/, K u (zo) [u2 (<o) + V2 (zo)J • 
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We evaluate in the following the energy E per 
single fermion, which depends on the dimension
less "compression parameter"* ~ = ap0 » 1 and 
"coupling constant" a= v (0 )/a. Here Po 
= ( 37r2p )1/3 is the Fermi momentum, and p the 
number density of the particles. 

It is well known that the kinetic energy of the 
nonrelativistic gas is equal to Eo= 3p~/10. In the 
Hartree-Fock approximation the interaction energy 
corresponds to the first order of perturbation the
ory in a. Its non -exchange part is equal to 

e1 = (p/2)~Vdr~o:~p~. (1) 

The magnitude of the exchange term 

E2 =- (8rt3pf1 ~ dp1dp2v (P1- P2), P1,2 < Po• 

depends on the behavior of V at small r. If V ( 0 ) 
is finite, 

82 =- v <O> 12 ~ ap~; e"~ E1. (2) 

To estimate the correlation energy (i.e., the 
higher terms of perturbation theory) we consider 
that the transition from the n-th to the n+1-st 


